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Ceremony includes
installation of president and
honorary degree for former
premier. 

In addition to bestowing 421 degrees,
diplomas and certificates to the
University’s most recent graduates, the
highlight of the 2005 fall convocation
ceremony included the installation of new
president Robert Hawkins and an
honorary degree presentation to former
Saskatchewan premier Roy Romanow. 

Romanow received an honorary doctor
of laws degree during the ceremonies
October 15 at the Saskatchewan Centre of
the Arts. The ceremony also saw Hawkins
installed as the University’s fifth president
and vice-chancellor (see story page 4). 

Romanow was first elected to the
Saskatchewan legislature in 1967. Until
his retirement from active political life in
2001, his career included 11 years of
service as the province’s attorney general
and as intergovernmental affairs minister,

four years as leader of the opposition, and
10 years as Saskatchewan’s premier. He is
now an adjunct professor in the U of R’s
Graduate School of Public Policy. 

Professor elected Fellow of
the Royal Society of Canada

Professor Shadia Drury has been elected as
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada
(RSC), the highest honour that can be
attained by scholars, artists and scientists
in Canada. Drury is the first U of R faculty
member to be honoured with this national
distinction.

Drury is a Canada Research Chair in
Social Justice and professor of philosophy
and political science. She is a highly

productive and influential scholar whose
work has generated vigorous debate,
discussion and controversy in the field of
political philosophy. Drury has been a
steadfast critic of the postmodern politics
of both the left and the right. She is best
known for her books on neoconservative
Leo Strauss: The Political Ideas of Leo
Strauss (1988) and Leo Strauss and the
American Right (1997).

U of R receives national
quality and productivity
award

The University of Regina has been
awarded the National Second prize in the
2005 Canadian Association of University
Business Officers (CAUBO) Quality and
Productivity Awards. 

The University’s award-winning
submission titled, “Partnering to Project
Success” outlines the U of R’s strategy for
delivering large, complex capital projects
involving multiple internal and external
stakeholders. The submission stems from
the University’s recent physical expansion,
which more than doubled the size of the
campus between 1997 and 2004. 

The U of R’s submission illustrates how
effective team building through
partnerships results in outstanding capital
projects. Three recent projects (North and
South Residences, Centre for Kinesiology,
Health and Sport, and the artificial grass
field) were completed at costs that are low
for the industry, on aggressive schedules,
and with a co-operative team approach. 

CAUBO is a non-profit organization
that promotes the professional and
effective management of the
administrative, financial and business
affairs of higher education. Its annual
awards program is designed to recognize,
reward and share university achievements
in improving the quality and reducing the
cost of higher education programs and
services.

Lab Building addition
underway

By the time it’s completed, the
University’s expanded Lab Building will
house some of the best and most modern
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University chancellor Art Wakabayashi
congratulates former Saskatchewan premier
Roy Romanow after presenting him with an
honorary degree of laws at fall convocation
ceremonies on October 15.

Shadia Drury
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E ven though I have only been in the job for
a short time, I have had the opportunity to
see first-hand how important our alumni’s

contribution is to our University. Two examples
come immediately to mind. The first was the
recent media conference held to announce an
increase in the Building Dreams and Futures
campaign goal. Because of the generosity of
supporters such as our alumni, that goal will be
increased from $75 to $100 million. We hope to
raise much of the additional funds through
planned gifts made by supporters naming the
University of Regina as a beneficiary in their
wills and life insurance and RRSP policies.

At that news conference, Diane Secoy, former
head of biology and dean of graduate studies
and research, spoke movingly of how important

it was for those who have benefited from a university education
to give back to students just starting out. Her remarks illustrate
one of the reasons why our alumni matter so much to us. Alumni
connect our past and our future. Alumni are our living memory.
Alumni connect both our pride in what we have been and our
confidence in what we are becoming. 

Nothing illustrates this better than the second example of
alumni generosity that I saw in my first days here. The highlight
of Orientation Week was “Naked on the Green.” I had to ask Nic,
my 16-year-old son, who Bif Naked was. When he heard that I was
to introduce her concert, he could not stop laughing. It turns out
that Bif is a charming and talented rock star who electrified
thousands of students who filled the green on a beautiful fall
afternoon during the first week of classes. Those students, who in
a few years will become alumni themselves, are going to remember
the week that they started university for a long time to come. In
sponsoring this event, the Alumni Association gave their future
members their first taste of pride in our University. 

As alumni, you have much to be proud of in your alma mater. 
My wife, Marie-France, our three sons, Nicolas, Pierre and

François, and I have been impressed with everything that we have
seen. The residence buildings, along with the new Centre for
Kinesiology, Health and Sport, are beautiful. Construction is well
underway on the new Lab Building addition which will complete
the circle of buildings around the Dr. Lloyd Barber Academic
Green. Late fall flowers, and sparkling clean halls, are a real credit
to the staff who look after us. Our students are eager and clearly
excited about their first classes. I have met faculty dedicated to
their teaching and their cutting-edge research. 

Most of all, you should feel proud of your University of Regina
degree. Thanks to the foresight of our builders, including most
recently the tremendous imagination and commitment brought by
former president David Barnard and his team, I find a university
full of confidence and momentum. Our goal will be to strengthen
our Prairie roots while taking our place as a nationally recognized,
fully comprehensive, post-secondary institution of the highest
quality. We will need the help of every one of our alumni as we
work towards this goal. 

I am looking forward to meeting you in the weeks, months and
years ahead. In the meantime, I would like you to know how
honoured I am to serve as the fifth president and what a privilege
it is to become a member of this fine community of alumni,
scholars, staff and students who make up the University of Regina.

Robert Hawkins
PRESIDENT

research and teaching facilities in the country. The
$31-million project currently underway will provide
state-of-the-art laboratory space for faculty and
students will have enough space to accommodate 30
principal investigators, each with a team of four to
five post doctoral researchers and graduate student
researchers.

Located south of the existing Laboratory
Building, the addition will be energy efficient, using
natural light wherever possible, and space efficient.
The main north-south interior pedestrian link
between College West and the future Lab Building
addition is designed to act as a major gathering
space for students and connect to the inner Dr.
Lloyd Barber Academic Green visually and
physically.

The Lab Building addition will feature modern,
high-quality labs and a flexible design capable of
responding to changing teaching and research
needs. Modern audio-visual and conferencing
capacities will enhance electronic interactions,
information sharing and research collaborations.
The addition is expected to be completed in 
May 2007.

President’s Scholars selected 

Heather Hadjistavropoulos and James Pitsula have
been named University of Regina President’s
Scholars for 2005-07. 

Former U of R president David Barnard (right) and
Saskatchewan Learning minister Andrew Thomson
officially kickoff construction of the Lab Building
addition at a May 16 sod turning event.

Continued on page 6
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On September 25, during the early morning hours, a fire alarm
in the University’s north residence building sent residents
scampering outside into the fresh morning air. Among them

was the U of R’s new president Robert Hawkins, his wife Marie-
France Menc, and their three sons, Nicolas, Pierre and François. 

The false alarm notwithstanding – just how did the U of R’s fifth
president and his family find themselves outside the student
residence on that cool September morning? As it turns out, it was a
situation born of necessity. Some four weeks previous, a ninth-floor
suite was served up as substitute living quarters while renovations
were being completed to the family’s home across the parkway from
the campus. The early morning wake up call happened to come on
the Hawkins/Menc family’s final day in residence. By that time, the
family had turned their stay into an up-close introduction to the U
of R and an invaluable get-to-know-your-dorm-neighbours
experience. 

“I’m probably one of the few university presidents in Canada to
have the unique opportunity to live in a student residence,”
Hawkins says with a smile. “Although it was only a brief time that
my family and I spent there, the opportunity to meet students and
other members of the University community in an informal setting
really helped me settle into the job.”

“It was a good way to get to know the campus,” adds Menc
about the stay in residence. “It also had other practical benefits, as
each boy had his own room and desk. Our oldest, Nicolas, enjoyed
being mistaken for a U of R student.” 

Not surprisingly for this close-knit clan, the decision to relocate
to Saskatchewan from Ontario was a family affair. It was made
easier by a campus visit in March when both Hawkins and Menc
felt the excitement over the upcoming Canada Summer Games,
and the pride evident as faculty and staff told them about the
progress the U of R has made in recent years. They were impressed
– with the University, its three federated colleges and the many
research institutes that have sprung up. “It became clear that an
opportunity like this doesn't come along every day,” says Menc.

“As I got to know about the U of R through the selection
process,” adds Hawkins, “I noted the momentum the University has
achieved, how it is rooted in the Prairies, and how it is connected
with the community and the province. When I was offered the job
I was more excited than ever to come back to the Prairies.”

Menc finds Regina’s rich cultural landscape attractive, and has
welcomed the opportunities for her sons to participate in activities
such as youth orchestra and sports leagues. For the first time, she
adds, they are able to walk home from school over the lunch hour. 

For Hawkins, this is his first opportunity to work west of where
he grew up, in Dauphin, Man., where his mother still lives. His
appreciation of small-town life and close families mark him as a
Prairie boy. He quickly points out that one set of grandparents
settled in Saskatchewan before moving just across the border to
Dauphin. When he speaks about the sacrifices made by the early
settlers, you hear both the history scholar and the family member
who benefited from their struggles.

U P C L O S E

A Prairie boy returns
By Bill Armstrong
Photos by Audio/Visual Services

The Hawkins/Menc family. Pictured with Hawkins is
(clockwise from back right) Nicolas, Pierre, Marie-France
and François.

With his family by his side,
Robert Hawkins takes over
the U of R presidency.
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“Those settlers placed great value on education for their
children, and that's very much the story of my family,” observes
Hawkins, who completed his bachelor's degree in history and
economics at the University of Manitoba, where his father had
studied law. 

Just as those early settlers laid the foundation for a better life for
their children, Hawkins says, universities exist to pass on our
knowledge of the past, and create new knowledge that can be
handed on to succeeding generations. Alumni, he adds, fulfill a
similar role. Just as the family was settling into its residence
quarters, Hawkins and Menc attended their first alumni function.
They both look forward to attending more events where they can
meet alumni and become more familiar with the University
community.

“Our alumni blazed the trail, and they should not underestimate
the importance of their example,” Hawkins states. “We want them
to feel real pride in their degree – we need them to tell their stories.
I also want our alumni to send their sons and daughters to the U of
R. I'm looking forward to meeting our alumni and hearing more of
their stories.”  

Hawkins was blessed with several wonderful teachers during his
university career, including one at the U of M who suggested he
should consider studying history at Oxford. “I don't know who was
more startled, me or my father,” he recalls. Nevertheless, he went
on to earn two degrees in modern British history at Oxford, where
another professor urged him to study law. Hawkins had always
wanted a legal education, which he obtained at the University of
Toronto, then Yale University. 

He then practised law, but when he and Menc married the
couple interrupted their practices to continue their legal education
in France. While there, Hawkins studied French constitutional and
administrative law at the Sorbonne in Paris. Then, it was back to
Canada. 

“I knew I always wanted to
teach law, and that opportunity
came at Queen's University,” he
says. “Everything I'd done before
was preparation for teaching.”

While he enjoyed
teaching at Queen’s and
the University of Western
Ontario, when the
opportunity arose to
become dean of arts at St.
Francis Xavier University in
Nova Scotia, he decided it
was “a great opportunity to
contribute, in a different
way.” For him, one of the
highlights during his three
years there was building up
support systems for
students, many of whom
were the first in their family
to attend university. Many
also came from small towns

and rural areas, similar to a significant portion of the student
body at the U of R, Hawkins notes. Following that, he served
as vice-president, academic and research at Nipissing
University in North Bay, Ont., where he focused on building
up academic programs and research activities. 

Hawkins is now focused on doing the same kinds of things at the
U of R. He knows the challenges of his tenure will be eased with

the support of a faculty and staff that, while he’s still getting to
know them, he recognizes as the most talented and dedicated in
Canada.  

“I want to build on the momentum that has been achieved by
the faculty, staff and students who came before, and those who are
here now,” he states, “so that future students will view the U of R
as a great place to come to get an education, and our graduates will
go out to reinvent and improve our world.”

President Robert Hawkins at his installation held during
fall convocation ceremonies October 15.

Serving students is the number one priority for Hawkins whose tenure will
focus on building academic programs and research activities. Hawkins is
seen here chatting with Laura Pope, a fourth-year religious studies and
second-year visual arts student, and Shawn MacDonald, a third-year
economics and business administration student.

Hawkins and his wife Marie-France
Menc enjoy a stroll around the
University campus. 
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Hadjistavropoulos is a professor and
director of clinical psychology in the
Department of Psychology. 

Her main research areas include health
anxiety, health care quality, and continuity
of care, especially among the elderly and

patients with chronic health problems.
She also holds many awards, including the
Canadian Psychological Association
President’s New Researcher Award,
YWCA of Regina Women of Distinction
Award (Health and Wellness) and
Canadian Pain Society Early Investigator
Award. 

James Pitsula is a professor of history in
the Faculty of Arts. His research focuses
on a broad range of Saskatchewan themes
including the history of social work, higher
education, politics, family and aboriginal
issues. Among his current projects, Pitsula
is preparing a hybrid televised/online
version of the History 201 course called
Canada from Confederation to the Second
World War. Pitsula is the author of several
books including As One Who Serves: The
Making of the University of Regina, which is
scheduled to be published by McGill-
Queen’s University Press in 2006. 

Chase appointed dean of
the Faculty of Arts

Thomas Chase has been appointed dean
of the Faculty of Arts.

Chase has served as the associate dean
of arts (research and graduate) for the past
two years. 

Chase has been at the University of
Regina since 1984. He has served as a
faculty member in the Department of
English and was instrumental in the
design, creation, and support of the
Centre for Academic Technologies, of
which he was founding director. A
graduate of the University of Regina, he
holds a doctorate from Glasgow University
(Scotland) and a licentiate diploma from
Trinity College, London. In 2004, he was
awarded an honorary fellowship by the
Royal Canadian College of Organists. 

Interim vice-president
appointed

Kathryn Laurin, former dean of the
Faculty of Fine Arts, has been appointed
acting vice-president (administration).
Laurin, a professor who has been with the

University for 20 years, has served as head
of the Department of Music and as dean
of the Faculty of Fine Arts. She will serve
as acting vice-president (administration)
to June 30, 2006.

Riemer named associate
dean

Harold  Riemer has been appointed the
associate dean in the Faculty of
Kinesiology and Health Studies for a two-
year term. Riemer is an associate professor
in the Faculty of Kinesiology and Health
Studies and has been a member of faculty
since 1999. Most recently, Riemer served
as the graduate program coordinator for
the faculty.

Faculty and students
awarded more than $2.35
million 

University of Regina faculty and students
have been awarded more than $2.35
million in Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council (NSERC)
grants and scholarships. 

The NSERC grants will fund research
at the University in areas such as physics,
geology, computer science, engineering,
mathematics and statistics, biology,
chemistry and biochemistry. 

NSERC is a federal agency that invests
in people, discovery, and innovation. It
supports both basic university research
through research grants, and project
research through partnerships among post-
secondary institutions, government and
the private sector, as well as the advanced
training of highly qualified people.

Continued from page 3

Heather Hadjistavropoulos

James Pitsula

Thomas Chase

Kathryn Laurin

Harold Riemer
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Fafard sculpture valued at
$800,000 donated to
University

Saskatchewan artist Joe Fafard has
donated his sculpture Le jardin de l’esprit
(Mind’s Garden) to the University of
Regina and its Building Dreams and
Futures campaign. Fafard and Gordon

Diamond, a Vancouver patron of the arts
who co-sponsored the work, donated the
$800,000 sculpture at a June 21 event
near the southern shores of Wascana Lake.
The sculpture was installed in November
1999 and was on loan to Wascana Centre
Authority. With the announcement, the
sculpture becomes part of the President’s
Art Collection at the University.

“For me, all that led up to this day was
very emotional and at the basis of my
work. I tried to pour all that I felt about
everything into this one piece,” said
Fafard. “I have always tried to avoid
explaining the piece too much, as I want
the viewer to participate in the creation of
the imagery and the meaning themselves,
so that it remains a living work of art.”

Mind’s Garden was designed by Fafard
in 1994 for a Canadian war memorial
competition in London, England.

Student wins national award

A U of R student has received national
recognition for improving the quality of
life for students with disabilities. Carrie
Green was awarded the Student
Leadership Award by the Canadian

Association of
Disability
Service
Providers in
Post-Secondary
Education.

Green
creates
awareness about
the needs of
persons with
disabilities at
the U of R and
ensures that
specialized
equipment for students with disabilities is
operating efficiently.

Green also creates awareness among
faculty members about the needs of
persons with vision impairment,
specifically, students who are blind.

A language arts student, Green also
helps students who are planning to attend
the U of R. 

In 2003-2004, Green worked for the
blindness community on an international
level, in cooperation with the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind, the
Salvation Army School for the Blind and
the Young Professionals International
Program. In Kingston, Jamaica, Green
taught adaptive computer software to
children and adults who are blind or have
low vision.

International solar car
racers check in at the
University of Regina

The University of Regina was an official
checkpoint on the route of the North
American Solar Challenge (NASC), the
world’s longest solar car race and the only
race to cross an international border.

The race started in Austin, Tex. on July
17 and ended in Calgary, Alta. on July 27. 

The solar cars were designed, built and
raced by teams of students from 40
universities in the United States and
Canada and were powered solely by
sunshine. The University of Michigan won
the event finishing some 12 minutes ahead
of the second place car from the
University of Minnesota.

Encyclopedia of
Saskatchewan published

After nine years of effort, The Encyclopedia
of Saskatchewan, the single largest
educational publishing project in
Saskatchewan’s history, was unveiled at a
September 8 news conference. With
contributions from more than 800 writers,
the encyclopedia features 2,300 individual
entries covering all aspects of life in
Saskatchewan with over 1,000 charts,
graphs, tables, and photographs. The

1,000-page volume also features 19
major essays written by noted experts on a
wide range of subjects. 

The Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan is
published by the U of R’s Canadian Plains
Research Center. 

Saskatchewan artist Joe Fafard speaks during a
June ceremony that saw him donate his
sculpture, Mind’s Garden, to the University’s
Building Dreams and Futures campaign. The
gift, valued at $800,000, becomes a
permanent part of the President’s Art
Collection.

Carrie Green poses with her
Student Leadership Award.

The University of Auburn’s entry in the world’s
longest solar car race makes a pit stop at the U
of R during the North American Solar Challenge
held in July.

David Gauthier, director of the Canadian Plains
Research Center, unveils the province’s largest
educational publishing undertaking, The
Encyclopedia of Saskatchewan, at a September
8 news conference. Photo by Don Healy
courtesy of The Leader Post.



Collaborative, interdisciplinary,
community-linked and theme-
based. These are the ways Allan
Cahoon vice-president (research
and international) describes the
research underway at the
University of Regina. He says the
University’s research agenda suits
the institution, the community
and the times in which we live. 

“This is an exciting place to
be,” Cahoon says. “I feel lucky I
can be in this portfolio and be in
a university like this that is
having an impact.”

That impact has resulted in a
three-fold increase in research
revenue at the U of R in the past
eight years. In 2004-05, the U of

R’s three-year moving average from granting councils – the accepted
measure – exceeded the national average. These indicators reflect
the growing reputation of the U of R’s cutting-edge research,
especially in key areas like energy, environment and health.

Rather than spreading its efforts too thin, the University has
chosen five thematic areas in which to focus its research: culture
and heritage, energy and environment, health, informatics and
social justice. 

While the themes are important they don’t represent all the
research strengths of the University. There are many individuals
carrying out exciting research that doesn’t fall into these areas.
Take for instance University physicists who are playing a major role
in international subatomic physics research or the business
administration professor who is nationally recognized for her
research on tobacco marketing and de-marketing.

The five thematic areas were chosen because the University
possesses the competence and facilities to carry out the research.
They were also chosen because they complemented other areas of
strength on campus and because they presented opportunities for
partnerships within the community. 

Cahoon cites as an example the University’s petroleum
engineering program which, in 10 years, has become a first-class
program because of the community need and the support the
program received.

The thematic areas chosen are also a good fit for the U of R
because they foster collaboration and interdisciplinary research,
something that’s a hallmark of research at the U of R and is
strongly encouraged. 

“It builds on a natural of advantage the U of R has,” Cahoon
says. “We actually do collaborative, interdisciplinary research and

we are successful at it. The granting councils are recognizing that.”
It is also a type of research suited to studying contemporary issues.
The real issues and the real challenges today bridge a lot of
disciplines, so solving problems in the environment isn’t just a
science solution,” he says.

Cahoon says research and teaching are both integral parts of a
university because they serve the dual roles of creation of
knowledge and dissemination of knowledge. As well, research
informs teaching.

It was sufficient in the past for universities to disseminate
knowledge through their students and through scholarly
publications but he said the public now demands
universities provide greater evidence of how their work
benefits society. He says this is something universities have
been struggling with.

“I think universities are responding. It’s partnerships
with communities like those we have with the oil and gas
sector, or with Communities of Tomorrow,” Cahoon says.
“It’s what the U of R has done with its choice of thematic
areas – emphasizing areas of capabilities and competence
focused towards important issues that are relevant to the
people of Saskatchewan.”

Some of the research has potential to be used
commercially so the U of R has established a University-
Industry Liaison Office to facilitate this and, at the same
time, protect the intellectual property rights of faculty. He
says he doesn’t fear encouraging commercialization will
mean industry will drive the research agenda at the U of R.

“It’s a reality [commercialization], it’s an expectation, it
allows us to support research we couldn’t do without it,’’ he says. “We
have a major initiative in hydrogen research and the only reason we
are able to do that is because we have a corporate sponsor.”
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U of Research
By Deborah Sproat
Photos: Audio/Visual Services except as noted

The University of Regina research enterprise comes of age

Allan Cahoon

Culture 

Research revenue at the U of R has more than tripled in the past
eight years.



ResearchEnergy and EnvironmentInform
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Daniel Coleman

Literature wasn’t
always Daniel
Coleman’s

BEd’86, BA’86,
MA’89 first love.
When he first came to
the U of R as an
undergraduate in 1980,
he enrolled as a
physical education
student, but switched
career paths after
taking a first-year
English course.

Now, for Coleman,
literature is the key to
understanding society. 

Coleman is associate
professor of Canadian
Literature and Canada
Research Chair in
Critical Race and
Ethnicity Studies at
McMaster University in Hamilton, and is well-known for his work on
the writings of immigration and diaspora. 

His work revolves around what one can learn about a society by
reading its literature and the power of literature to shape people’s ideas
about the world, especially literature written by people immigrating into
a society.

His first book, Masculine Migrations: Reading the Postcolonial Male in
“New Canadian” Narratives (University of Toronto Press, 1998)
concerned the way ideas of masculinity vary from culture to culture and
how that variance is reflected in the writings of immigrants.

That work sparked his curiosity about how the idea of English
Canada, as a white and British nation came to be. He explores this in
his most recent book White Civility: The Literary Project of English
Canada to be published in 2006.

In his The Scent of Eucalyptus: A Missionary Childhood in Ethiopia
(Goose Lane Editions, 2003), Coleman shares memories of his
childhood in Ethiopia. He says his interest in cross-cultural experiences
grew out of those experiences and the book is one way of sharing what
he’s learned with a broader audience.

Coleman feels his work is very relevant in contemporary society,
when people are struggling with the issue of how to live in a
multicultural society.

“Some of the most urgent issues we face are about how to
understand and create productive dialogue between people who are in
different cultural worlds,” he says. It might seem literary studies aren’t
central to these discussions, he says, but forms of art can in fact provide
an intimate sense of how people deal with cultural situations.

Daniel Coleman BEd’86, BA’86, MA’89
Photo: Glenn Lowson

Informatics and Social Justice

and Heritage EnergyHealth

At the same time, he says, people who are concerned
about the impact of commercialization on pure research (as
opposed to applied research) and who advocate the pursuit
of knowledge for its own sake are right to be vigilant. He
says pure/creative research has a central role at a university
and impacts all other research, often indirectly.

“The availability of pure and creative research, which is
focused on making people think and think critically and
explore the frontiers of their discipline, is making a
contribution and defines what a university is about. And
that energy spills over to applied research – research is
contagious,” Cahoon says.

(centre photo, L to R) Biology professor Peter Leavitt and students
Jamie Balicki and David Chaban study the water from Wascana
Lake. As a Canada Research Chair in Environmental Change and
Society (Tier I), Leavitt advances the frontiers of knowledge in his
field by co-ordinating the work of other researchers and by
teaching students like Balicki and Chaban. 
(top photo)) Researchers, like these shown at the Petroleum
Technology Research Centre, are putting the U of R at the forefront
of energy and environment research. 
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Wendee Kubik

“Farm women are amazing,” sums up Wendee Kubik
BA’75, BA Honours’92, MA’96, PhD’04. An assistant
professor of women’s studies at the University of Regina,

Kubik has devoted much of her academic work to studying farm
stress and the changing role of farm women. She became interested
in farm stress while doing interviews on the farm crisis and became
so engaged in the subject she decided to make it the topic of her
master’s thesis.

The research sparked her interest in the changing roles of farm
women because they seemed to be holding farms together in both
practical ways by working off the farm and psychological ways by
keeping their families “buoyed up” and doing “tons” of volunteer

work in their
communities.

Kubik zeroed in
on the changing
roles of farm
women and the
consequences for
their health, well-
being and quality
of life in her PhD
dissertation and
continues to do
work in the area.
Her research has
both informed
government and
been used by farm
women to deal
with government.
Kubik says the
women she
interviewed
welcomed her
research because

their views hadn’t been heard before and they felt they had
something to say.

“And they did. They had a very good perspective on what was
needed in rural areas.”

Kubik is planning projects with researchers in Ontario and
Australia that will study gender roles and health and whether
women’s roles have changed over time. She is also involved in a
research project in Chile that focuses on trying to get more women
involved in water management in an arid area of the country. If
that’s not enough, she’s part of a three-province study of the
impacts felt by women abused by their partners. The project is
unique because of its immediacy – researchers will interview
victims soon after the abuse rather than after a prolonged period
which has most often been the case in past research efforts.

Diane LaChapelle

The insights researcher Diane LaChapelle, MA’97, PhD’03 is
gaining about chronic pain are not only helping individuals
better deal with their conditions, but they are also benefiting

the health care system as a whole. 
LaChapelle, director of the Rehabilitation Psychology Research

Lab at the University of New Brunswick, has focused her research
on pain
assessment/management
and on rehabilitation
psychology.

In one project, funded by
the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research, she is
looking at factors that
influence decision-making
on treatment and
compensation for workers
suffering from chronic pain.
She says chronic pain is a
big cost to the health care
system but there is currently
no clear idea how these
decisions are made.

“With chronic pain,
there is no blood test or x-
ray that tells you how much
pain people have or how
disabled they are,” she says,
“So recommendations for
treatment and
compensation are based on
the judgments of professionals who assess the patient.” 

In another project, she is studying the factors that influence
peoples’ adjustment to chronic pain conditions such as arthritis and
fibromyalgia. She’s looking at how individuals come to accept they
have chronic pain, and what helps or hinders them in moving
forward and taking steps to manage their pain themselves.

LaChapelle says the results of her work can be used to make
improvements that can benefit both patients and the health care
system.

For example, arthritis and fibromyalgia patients identified lack of
information from their physician as a barrier that kept them from
adjusting to their condition. Armed with that knowledge, the
health care system can begin looking at ways to fill the gap, such as
having a knowledgeable nurse practitioner available or referring
patients to The Arthritis Society. 

LaChapelle became interested in studying pain as an
undergraduate student. She and says she was delighted when she
got the opportunity to study in Regina under the supervision of the
head of the U of R’s Centre on Aging and Health, Thomas
Hadjistavropoulos, with whom she continues to collaborate.

Ross Mitchell 

Using MRI to improve diagnosis of brain tumors. A new
treatment for multiple sclerosis. A robot to assist surgeons
doing brain surgery. All three projects are on the research

agenda of Ross Mitchell BSc’86, MSc’89 a research scientist at
the University of Calgary.

From his laboratory in Foothills Hospital, Mitchell and his
students are exploring the frontiers of biomedical mathematics. His

Diane LaChapelle MA’97, PhD’03
Photo: Joy Cummings

Continued on page 28

Wendee Kubik BA’75, BA(Hons)’92, MA’96, PhD’04
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U P C L O S E

When you think of people who can help build a sense of
community on a university campus, you might not think

immediately of Bif Naked, the bikini-topped rocker voted by
MuchMusic viewers as “hottest female with tattoos.”

But the heads of U of R Student Affairs, the Students’ Union, and
the Alumni Association are thinking a little outside the box these
days – which led to “Naked on the Green,” a three-hour rock concert
on the University’s Dr. Lloyd Barber Academic Green, September 8,
as part of this year’s Welcome Week.

The Thursday afternoon concert created a buzz on and off campus,
and is something first-year education student Desarae Bolingbroke
will always remember as part of her welcome to the U of R. For those
not acquainted, Bif Naked is huge with today’s university students. 

“It would be like, 40 years ago, bringing in the Rolling Stones,”
Bolingbroke explains.

More than 6,500 students and alumni, faculty and staff packed the
academic green for a peek at Naked, and opening act, Grady (led by
former Big Sugar frontman, Gordie Johnson).

“The green was full,” Bolingbroke says. “If you wanted to meet a
friend, you had to tell a specific time and place and be there or else
you couldn’t find them. It was a great event to have because you
usually think ‘bigger universities, bigger events.’ But I’ve never seen
anything quite like this. I loved it.”

The concert was more than just the proverbial rockin’ good time.
It was an attempt by University administration and the Students’
Union, in partnership with the Alumni Association, to enhance the
sense of community at the U of R.

“We wanted to create a ‘wow’ event, something that brought
people together,” says Ron Byrne, the U of R’s associate vice-
president of Student Affairs. But the concert also represented
something much deeper, he says. “It’s a symbol of celebration of our
University of Regina community. That’s what was behind this event.
We wanted to create something that said, ‘You know what? This is an
amazing place to be.’”

In co-operation with the Students’ Union, Byrne and event
organizer Kevin Bolen (who normally works for the U of R’s Co-
operative Education Program) ensured the concert was alcohol free. 

“That meant everybody was able to be there,” Byrne says. “None
of our younger students had to be behind a gate or a snow fence.
Everybody was on the green, everybody was having a great time.”

Byrne believes it’s important to augment all of the great things that
are happening at the U of R on the academic side with initiatives like
the Bif Naked
concert. “Students
also need to feel
connected socially
and
extracurricularly.
And we have lots
of things
happening, but
there was no ‘wow’
kind of event for
Welcome Week,
and that’s what
this was. And we
could not have
asked for a better
turnout or success
rate.”

University
gets Naked
Rock concert kicks off
academic year and signals
new era in community
building.
By B.D. Miller BA(Hons)’89, BJ’95
Photos: Audio/Visual Services

Bad-girl rocker Bif Naked headlines a free
outdoor concert at the Dr. Lloyd Barber
Academic Green to kick off the academic year.

Events like Naked on the Green build the University
community, engage students, lead to better retention
rates and contribute to academic success.
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The sense of connection created by such events helps students
like Bolingbroke overcome challenges such as homesickness, the
stress of adjusting to a university-level study load, and the feeling of
being lost when they first come to the University campus.

“The need to adjust socially is well documented as being
critical,” explains Byrne. “People need to feel part of a community.
Feeling connected to others – other students, but also faculty and
staff – makes an enormous difference for students as they make the
transition to university life. Students who see themselves as part of
our community, who see themselves as being cared for by this
community, who see themselves as being cared for by each other,
that all helps absolutely with academic success.”

Byrne says the concert provided everyone who attended with a
positive shared experience, “a point of commonality to start a
conversation, whether you knew the person next to you or not.

“Think about two first-year students, maybe one from La Ronge
and another from Weyburn. Perhaps they feel they have little in
common. But now, if they see each other in the corridors, they can
say, ‘Wasn’t that a great concert? Wasn’t that a fun time?’ That
opens up a whole wedge into bigger discussions and bigger
communication.”

The concert would not have been possible without the co-
operation of faculty and staff. In fact, because the concert was
staged on a weekday afternoon, it required the voluntary
cancellation of some classes by U of R faculty so that students
could attend. The concert also exemplified the tremendous level of
partnership that currently exists among Student Affairs, the
Alumni Association, and the U of R Students’ Union.

Students’ Union president Victor Thomas says “It’s almost been
a fairy-tale relationship right now the way everybody’s come

together, especially Student Affairs and the Students’ Union. We
both have ‘students’ in our name and we both have ‘University of
Regina’ in our name. It seems like a perfect match, and we’ve come
together like never before. And I hope that relationship continues.”

Thomas says the successful concert “sets a precedent in terms of
what can be achieved on campus. This is only the start. Now that
the University community as a whole has seen what we can do, I
think the sky’s the limit.”

Thomas and Byrne are exploring other ways to enhance the
sense of uniqueness and community on campus. One possibility in
future is the creation of a winter ice-skating rink on the academic
green. Thomas thinks an on-campus outdoor skating rink has
tremendous potential, and would continue to send the message
that “at the University of Regina, we do things that are outside of
the ordinary.”

Thomas and Byrne are also both greatly appreciative of the
increasing involvement and support of the U of R Alumni
Association in events such as the Bif Naked concert. President Lisa
King says the Association was thrilled to get involved as a concert
sponsor. Enhanced student engagement has, in fact, become a
priority of the Alumni Association, King says.

“Our goal is to make current students feel like they’re alumni
and part of the U of R community from the moment they enter the
University, not when they’re walking off the stage at convocation,”
she says. “We want them to associate with the Association their
entire four years on campus, and have that relationship built up so
it’s already there by the time they graduate.”

In addition to the concert sponsorship, the Association has also
been adding to its student scholarships, as well as increasing its
involvement in orientation activities for

Partners from across the campus are working to ensure
students like first-year education student Desarae
Bolingbroke (second from right) succeed. The recent
staging of “Naked on the Green” brought together
Student Affairs, the Students’ Union (URSU) and the
Alumni Association (URAA) among others.
Representing the groups are: (left to right) Lisa King,
URAA president; Ron Byrne, associate vice-president,
Student Affairs; and, Victor Thomas, URSU president.

Bolingbroke and Tiffany Demyen, hurry to their next
class. The sense of connection created by such events
as the Naked on the Green concert helps students like
Bolingbroke and Demyen overcome first-year
challenges like homesickness, the stress of adjusting
to a university-level study load, and the feeling of
being lost when they first come to the campus.

“If you don’t feel at home
here, you’re probably not
going to go to class with a
good attitude, and you’re
probably not going to try
as hard,” says Bolingbroke,
shown here with geology
lab instructor Andy Tong. 

Continued on page 27
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New website launched 

Have you seen our new website? Drop in and check out the
University of Regina Alumni Association’s (URAA) recently
redesigned website. We’re sure you’ll agree—the new-look site is a
great reflection of our dynamic alumni and the URAA. Why not
judge for yourself. Stop by today at www.uregina.ca/alumni.

Not only does our new site look terrific but it’s also a great
source for the information that’s important to alumni like you. Visit
us and find out about continuing learning opportunities at the U of
R, the latest alumni and U of R news, alumni events across Canada
and updates on graduates who are making their mark around the
world. 

There’s always a lot going on! Check out the new website at
www.uregina.ca/alumni.

Keep in touch with the URAA e-newsletter

In addition to our new website, the Alumni Association has
launched an electronic newsletter to keep graduates on top of the
news and events that are important to you. 

To receive your own copy of the e-newsletter, simply visit our
website at www.uregina.ca/alumni or contact us at
uralumni@uregina.ca. We’ll send the e-newsletter to the e-mail
account of your choice. It’s a quick and easy read that will give you
a wrap up on all the things you need to know about the latest
University and Alumni Association offerings.

Sign up today. You’ll find the e-newsletter is a great way to stay
in touch with your University of Regina Alumni Association.  

Alumni Association Board of Directors 2005-06

President Lisa King BPAS’95
First vice-president Brian Munro BAdmin’96, BA’96
Second vice-president Loni Kaufmann BAdmin’95
Vice-president finance Michael Tomka BAdmin’96
Past-president Matt Hanson BA’94, BAdmin’97

Directors 
Charlene Banjac BA’98 
Margaret Dagenais CV/TEd’87, BEd’91, MEd’97 
Teresa Lewis BASc’01
Sean McEachern BEd’03 
Anita McLennan BAdmin’96 

Ex-officio members
Greg Swanson BAdmin’76, University of Regina Senate representative
John Kearsey, director of Donor and Alumni Relations
Christy Ross BPAS’93, manager, Alumni Relations
Victor Thomas, president, University of Regina Students’ Union 

Award program expanded to recognize 
more grads

Inspired by the remarkable work of alumni, the University of
Regina and the University of Regina Alumni Association have
launched a new expanded array of alumni awards. The new awards
were unveiled at the Alumni Crowning Achievement Awards
celebration on November 14 at the University Theatre at the U of R. 

Traditionally, the U of R Alumni Association award program
honoured two distinguished graduates. The new, enhanced award
program increases the number of awards and pays tribute to the
many University of Regina graduates who have achieved
exceptional success. The recognition of accomplished alumni
promotes the excellence of the University of Regina, its graduates
and the Alumni Association. 

The new award program focuses on the outstanding success of U
of R alumni in five key areas. 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Dr. George Anderson MA’74
This prestigious award honours graduates who have devoted a
lifetime of exceptional leadership and service to the University of
Regina and to the community.
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD – PROFESSIONAL/BUSINESS
Ben Grebinski BEd’79, PGDEA’89, MEd’91
Recognizes graduates who have earned outstanding achievements
in fields such as business, education, science, arts and the
humanities. 
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD – HUMANITARIAN/COMMUNITY
SERVICE
Roxane Schury BA’81, BSW’97
Recognizes the achievements of alumni who have made significant
contributions professionally or on a volunteer basis in the field of
humanitarian service and community service.
ALUMNI LEADER AND VOLUNTEER 
Hiedi Pearson BA’93, CA’05
Recognizes outstanding volunteer leadership and service to the
University of Regina and the URAA and its branches. The award
also acknowledges participation in activities that enhance the

Continued on page 23
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t’s that time of year again – new students at
the University of Regina are settling into

campus life, returning students are working
diligently on their studies and recent graduates

are launching their careers. It’s a time of new
beginnings not only for students and alumni, but
also for the University and our Building Dreams
and Futures campaign.

The past few months have been full of exciting
developments for the campaign and the
University as a whole.

The U of R partnered with the 2005 Canada
Summer Games this August to host 4,500 athletes
and artists, putting our University and our
community on the national stage. With the
generous support of the community, the Building
Dreams and Futures campaign was able to meet
its fundraising target of $10 million for the 2005
Canada Summer Games. Thank you especially to
our alumni who, with their businesses or as
individuals, financially supported the Games
through sponsorship and philanthropy. You
helped make young athletes’ dreams come true.
We could not have achieved this level of success
without you.

We have a new president who fully embraces the
powerful impact philanthropy has on teaching
and learning. On August 30, we introduced our
new president, Robert Hawkins, to the community
with a milestone event involving donors,
volunteers and members of the University
community. President Hawkins showed his
commitment to the University by announcing a
significant family gift to the Building Dreams and
Futures campaign. He also announced a new
dimension to the campaign: a target to raise $25
million in planned gifts, raising the campaign goal
from $75 million to $100 million.

The new campaign goal is in response to a large
increase in the number of donors supporting the
University through planned giving. Planned gifts
are committed in the present and realized in the
future through estate plans, gifts of life insurance

policies, RRSPs, property and other such
opportunities. The campaign has already received
more than $8 million in planned gifts from
generous people in our community. With this
inspiring level of support and the enthusiasm of
our new president, I am confident that we will
meet our ambitious new goal. I look forward to
working with President Hawkins and the many
volunteers and staff to make the next two years of
the Building Dreams and Futures campaign a
tremendous success.

This summer, we also bid farewell to former
University President David Barnard. David was a
great asset to the U of R, both as president and as
a leader in the Building Dreams and Futures
campaign. Under his leadership, we were able to
raise 80 per cent of our campaign goal of $75
million. I thank David for everything he has done
for our University and our community; his work
will always have a powerful impact on this
campus and in our community.

This is an exciting time of change and new
opportunities for the University of Regina. I
understand the Alumni Association is revamping
its alumni programs and continuing to make
philanthropy a core part of its activities. Your
personal gift, when asked through direct mail or in
person, is essential to your alma mater’s future.
Your gift will make the dreams of students and
faculty a reality and make you even more proud to
say,“I am a graduate of the University of Regina!”

Garry Huntington BAdmin '73
Campaign Chair

Message from the Campaign Chair

I
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SaskPower President and CEO Patricia
Youzwa speaks at a news conference

announcing SaskPower’s $700,000
sponsorship of the 2005 Canada
Summer Games. “This alliance
with the Building Dreams and
Futures campaign is an excellent
fit,” she says. “Both SaskPower

and the University of Regina have
strong roots in Saskatchewan and a

shared vision for our youth.”

Making the University of
Regina a global leader
through philanthropy
Individuals, corporations, foundations and community groups
are critical to the Building Dreams and Futures campaign’s
success. The campaign aims to help the University of Regina
perform as global leaders in economic, artistic, cultural,
scientific and social development. The campaign is raising
funds for priority areas of the University, including student
and research support, the Centre for Kinesiology, Health and
Sport and emerging priorities – or, as we like to call them,
bright new ideas. The campaign’s target
is to raise $100 million for the University:
$75 million in current gifts and $25
million in planned gifts.

Why Give? Your Role in
Community Development
Giving is an experience. And donors who give to the Building
Dreams and Futures campaign tell us, time and time again, what a
positive experience it is. During the year, we often bring donors
together with the people or projects they impact. This gives our
donors the chance not only to see the power of their giving, but
also to hear a big “thank you” for their generosity. You’ll love the
experience. All you have to do is give.

You make a difference by supporting your University. The University
of Regina attracts scholars and students from our home
communities and from around the world. What they learn here, the
research they do, and the quality of the experiences we provide for
them contribute toward positive change, locally and in the global
community. 

Donors to the Building Dreams and Futures campaign are
participants in realizing this vision. You are advancing the cause of
knowledge by supporting research and teaching in every faculty of
the University. You enable the University to improve service to our
communities, and thus are enhancing the quality of life in
Saskatchewan, Canada, and around the world.

How To Give
We recognize that individual situations, preferences and
philanthropic goals are both unique and personal. There are a
variety of ways to give, including cash, credit card, pre-authorized
withdrawal, cheque, gift of life insurance policies, gift of securities
or gift in kind. As an organization that ascribes to professional
ethical standards in philanthropy, we encourage you to consult with
us. Contact a member of our Donor Relations team at 306-337-
2446 or 1-877-779-4723 or email us at urcampaign@uregina.ca.
Together, we can ensure your gift is indeed the best gift you ever
made.

Contact Information
Building Dreams and Futures Campaign 
External Relations
210 North Residence - University of Regina
Telephone: 306.337.2446
Toll-free: 1.877.779.4723
E-mail: urcampaign@uregina.ca
Web site: www.uregina.ca/campaign/

OverviewOverview

Former University President David Barnard (left) wishes new
President Robert Hawkins and the Building Dreams and Futures
campaign team success in their new fundraising goal of $100
million.
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www.uregina.ca/campaign

New!
Make your gift to the U of R online at:
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Kenneth
Levene changed

the way we think
about giving when he
donated $4 million to
the University of
Regina to help
establish the Kenneth
Levene Graduate
School of Business.

aking the golden
years healthier

It’s no secret…we’re all aging. According to
Statistics Canada, 21 per cent of the Canadian
population will be over the age of 65 by 2026,
compared to the current 12.7 per cent. This shift in
demographics has brought seniors’ health issues to the
forefront. The Centre on Aging and Health is an
interdisciplinary research centre that investigates
health issues affecting Canada’s aging population.

“We have approximately 30 researchers who are
working on a variety of research projects in areas such
as health ethics, pain assessment and management
among seniors, rehabilitation, aboriginal end-of-life
care, home care, prevention of falls and psychological
health among seniors,” says
Thomas Hadjistavropoulos,
director of the Centre on
Aging and Health.

One of the centre’s primary
goals is the reduction of
health care expenditures
and human suffering. The
centre is the first and only
gerontology research centre
in Saskatchewan and is
unique in its
interdisciplinary approach
to health research. It has
also established
partnerships with health
care facilities and gerontology organizations, including
agreements with the Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan and
the Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region.

This spring, the centre received a $350,000 donation from RBC
Financial Group (RBC) to establish the RBC Research Fellowship
Program on Aging and Health.

“At RBC, we have a strong commitment to supporting health
care research and programs because this is our way of
showing that a healthy Canada is important to us. Our
donation to the University of Regina is a perfect example of
our ongoing commitment to health and wellness initiatives
that respond to critical research needs, enhance quality of life
and improve community services," says Peter Carton, regional
vice-president, Saskatchewan, RBC Royal Bank.

The fellowship program will provide funding over a five-year
period aimed to attract and retain exceptional researchers in
the field of aging and health. Research fellows are top faculty
members and full-time researchers who form a critical part of
a dynamic research team, as they dedicate their time to
researching improvements on current practices.

M

family affair
What inspires an individual to donate $4 million to a

university? For Kenneth Levene, it’s all about his family.

Levene’s grandfather left the oppression of his native Russia in
1911 to find a better life in North America. His grandfather’s
journey included a job in a dry cleaning shop in New York,
peddling dry goods in Manitoba, and operating a general
store in Southey, Sask. In 1929, he established Crescent
Furniture in Regina. The business flourished and was passed
from generation to generation. When his father died in 1962,
Levene, who has a master of business administration degree
from Harvard Business School, continued the family business
with the help of his mother until it was sold in 1984.

Now, Levene has proudly added his family name to the
University of Regina’s Kenneth Levene Graduate School of
Business. The school was named to honour Levene’s $4 million
gift, the largest gift ever given to the University by an
individual.

“All of my ancestors have now passed on, and so, I dedicate
my gift in honour of their memory, and to my parents, David
and Margery Levene, for the values and principles they
imparted to me,” Levene says.“As someone whose heart will
always be here in my hometown of Regina and the province
of Saskatchewan, it is my fervent wish that this graduate
school of business and its quest for excellence serve as a
catalyst in creating an exciting new climate for the economic
growth of this province.”

Garnet Garven, dean of the Faculty of Business
Administration, says the Levene gift will enhance business
education in the province, the country and beyond.“This
donation will help to attract and retain outstanding students
and professors, and directly support our commitment to build
our profile as a centre of excellence in business management
education,” Garven says.

A
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gift of a lifetime
David and Annie Knight are successful business people who live in the United

States and have roots in Saskatchewan. They wanted to support Cree students in
their studies and determined that a planned gift to the University of Regina would
meet their philanthropic goals. The Knights decided to create a planned gift of $2.4
million to support scholarships at the U of R.

“In China, it is believed that one’s greatest purpose is to connect the past to the
future,” say the Knights.“For those extremely fortunate in life, there is also the
resource to create additional opportunity for the young that may not have been
possible in the normal course of events. It is wonderful that an estate can benefit the
immediate family, but it is prudent to also remember that the human family bears
us and all of our children into the future. And some benefit to this larger family
serves us all.”

The Building Dreams and Futures campaign is raising $100 million for the University
of Regina, including $25 million in planned gifts.

Planned giving enables individuals to leave a legacy of education to future
generations of students and faculty. Gifts are committed in the present but realized
in the future through estate plans.

“We have noticed a large increase in the number of people who are supporting the
University through planned giving,” says U of R President Robert Hawkins.
“Individuals are choosing to make the University part of their estate plans and are
naming the University of Regina in their wills as beneficiaries of life insurance and
RRSP policies. The foresight shown by these donors will secure the future of this
University far beyond their own lifetimes.”

Martin Callaghan has made a $1.1 million planned gift to the University. Callaghan
is a soon-to-be graduate and current employee at the University of Regina. He is
completing a bachelor of science degree and works as a field co-ordinator in
limnology (fresh water ecology). Although he was not a high school graduate,
Callahan was able to succeed at the University of Regina because of the support of
students and professors who befriended him and helped him in his studies. He chose
to make a planned gift to honour those who have
supported him and to make a lasting impact in the
lives of future students and faculty.

“I could never give the amount I wanted to give today,
but through a planned gift, I am able to commit a lot
of money for the future of the University. It’s a really
good feeling to know my gift will make a lasting
impact on the future and the lives of others,”
Callaghan says.

His gift will support the department of geography by
contributing to equipment purchase, bursaries, and
the department’s areas of greatest need.

“We are optimistic that many other alumni and
friends are thinking about making a planned gift so
they, too, can support the dreams and futures of
students, faculty and our community as a whole,”
Hawkins says.

Think about how a gift from your estate can benefit
teaching, learning and research at the University of
Regina. Call 306-337-2449 or 1-877-779-4723 for a
confidential discussion and more information about
making a gift from your estate to the University.

A

Correction
A profile that appeared in the fall 2004
The Third Degree contained erroneous
information about family members of
donor Agnes Groome. Her father-in-law’s
name was Frederick Groome, her mother-
in-law was Ruth Emmeline Groome. The
couple came to Canada from England
with three sons: Paul Frederick, Roland
John and Donald Henry. Their fourth son,
Leslie Jaquest was born in Regina. The
Third Degree apologizes for this error.

Thomas Hadjistavropoulos (left),
director of the Centre on Aging and
Health, and David Barnard (centre),
former University of Regina
president, accept a cheque for
$350,000 from Peter Carton,
regional vice-president,
Saskatchewan, RBC Financial Group.

Diane Secoy, professor emeritus at
the University of Regina, speaks at
a recent Building Dreams and
Futures campaign event about her
choice to make a planned gift to
the University.
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Priority
Feature

Research support

he University of Regina has achieved international recognition for
research activity. Many factors contribute to our thriving research

programs, including young, dynamic faculty who are building on an
impressive legacy of teaching and research. The University of Regina’s high

level of research activity is attracting significant attention and fostering
partnerships such as those based in Regina Research Park.

To keep our research at the forefront, we must attract and retain the best and
brightest scholars. To do so, the University must offer competitive facilities, along
with human resource services and financial support. Together, our outstanding
scholars, state-of-the-art facilities and high quality of teaching will become a
sustainable advantage for the University of Regina. This advantage will enable us
to compete successfully in recruiting the most promising students. Scholarly research also creates new
economic opportunities – jobs and higher incomes – that promote Regina as a city of choice.

The Building Dreams and Futures campaign is raising $7.5 million for research support. Two examples
featured in this issue of The Third Degree are the Centre on Aging and Health and the Law Foundation
of Saskatchewan Chair in Police Studies. Some of the campaign’s other research priorities include:

Sound Recording Studio – Advances in sound technology are changing the way we experience art,
music, media arts and theatre. With these exciting new technologies come significant challenges to
provide up-to-date equipment to assist with the learning and research necessary in nurturing
Saskatchewan and Canadian artists. This sound recording studio will help train the industry’s new
leaders and support faculty in reaching new heights in their research.

Laboratory for Engineering Education in Informatics – Companies in the engineering field are
installing visualization facilities to enhance their productivity in research, development and
application. The Laboratory for Engineering Education in Informatics will include an advance
multimedia area with a virtual reality content room, allowing students to learn advanced techniques
through augmented reality simulations. Students will turn to us for leading-edge education, and
employers will seek these students for challenging and rewarding placements throughout the industry.

Community Teacher Fund – The recent provincial report, SchoolPLUS: A Vision for
Children and Youth, identifies powerful change forces – poverty, demographic
shift, globalization and technology – that are making teaching and learning
more challenging. The Community Teacher Fund will bring students,
professors and community agencies together to address the issues facing
our schools. The improved collaboration will provide education students
with more opportunities to work with students in both school and
community settings and to become familiar with a variety of
community agencies that serve the needs of children, youth and
adults.

Centre for Rural and Northern Social Issues – The Centre for Rural
and Northern Social Issues will be the first of its kind in Canada.
Located at the University of Regina Community Education Centre in
Prince Albert, it will generate research, education and policy initiatives on
social issues in Canada’s rural and northern communities. The centre will
play a key role in the enrichment of hundreds of communities throughout
Canada and will promote significant career opportunities for our graduate and
undergraduate students as practitioners, researchers, educators and policy analysts.

T
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A partnership of police, the community and academics
Jeffrey Pfeifer has been appointed the University of Regina’s first Law
Foundation of Saskatchewan Chair in Police Studies.

Pfeifer will undertake research and some teaching responsibilities and
will provide leadership for faculty and program development. A major
aspect of the chair’s work will be conducting research on the current
and future policing needs in Saskatchewan.

“Among other things, the goal of the chair will be to work with the
police, the community, and the University of Regina to help foster a
number of positive initiatives related to issues such as First Nations
and policing, public attitudes toward the police, and the
professionalization of policing,” Pfeifer says.

Pfeifer recently delivered his inaugural lecture entitled,“The Town, the
Gown and the Uniform: Public Safety and the Community, Academics
and Police.” His presentation challenges the perception that public
safety is the responsibility of the police; instead, he proposes a
partnership of police, the community and academics.

“The development of effective public safety initiatives can only be
achieved through a partnership and through shared responsibility
between the police, researchers and the community,” Pfeifer says.

A professor of psychology at the University of Regina and editor of the Canadian Journal of Police and Security
Services, Pfeifer has published a number of articles and chapters in areas such as community safety, policing,
jury decision making, and crime perceptions and has recently had his research cited by the Supreme Court of
Canada.

The research chair was established by a $750,000 donation by the Law Foundation of Saskatchewan to the
University of Regina’s Building Dreams and Futures campaign. The donation will provide annual funding for the
chair for up to seven years.

“Our foundation is dedicated to enhancing legal education and research to respond to challenges facing the
administration of justice,” says John Stamatinos, chair of the Law Foundation of Saskatchewan.“The research
conducted by the new chair in
police studies will ensure the
University continues to
produce the finest recruits
possible to deal with today’s
complex social and justice
issues.”

The University of Regina’s
police studies program is the
only one in Canada offering
both a bachelor of arts and
master of arts in police
studies.

Jeff Pfeifer, Law Foundation of
Saskatchewan Chair in Police Studies
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David Prost has become more and more
involved with the U of R: he is an alumnus, a donor, a volunteer
and an employer of students and alumni. As part of a team of
Building Dreams and Futures campaign volunteers, Prost is
helping to secure financial support for the University by building
partnerships with Saskatchewan entrepreneurs.

“The University benefits business, our
community and our province as a
whole – the groundbreaking
research being undertaken is
especially exciting. We want to raise
capital to make this an even better
institution and we want
entrepreneurs and businesses to be
aware of the opportunity and
importance of partnering with the
University for the future,” he says.

Prost, who has a bachelor of
administration degree, is a chartered

accountant (CA) and a partner with Virtus Group LLP. His firm
actively recruits U of R alumni and co-op students and was a
sponsor and auditor for the 2005 Canada Summer Games. Prost
became involved in the Building Dreams and Futures campaign
because of the contributions the University has made to his life
and his community.

“I know that without my degree, I wouldn’t be where I am today.
The success of our community and business sector is also tied to
a strong university,” he says.“Whether you’re alumni or not, it’s
vital to recognize the importance of the University and
contribute to its future. Our investment will generate even
greater benefit in the future, beyond what we’ve already gained.”

Prost was born and raised in Radville, Sask. He came to Regina to
attend University and has made it his home ever since. His wife,
Leanna Capewell, is also a CA and holds a bachelor of
administration degree from the U of R. Prost hopes that his two
sons will one day attend his alma mater.

“I want this University to be the first choice for them – a high
quality institution where they will have a greater range of
options than even I did. It’s a great choice now, and I hope it will
be an even better one down the road,” he says.

Volunteer profile

Student Support

New centre benefits aboriginal
students
The Aboriginal Career Centre at the University of Regina aims to
support aboriginal students’ academic and career success,
maximize their employment prospects, and increase the labour
pool of highly qualified graduates.

Tally Dufour is a fourth-year student in the Faculty of Business
Administration, specializing in human resources and marketing.
She is currently working part-time as aboriginal project assistant
at the centre.

“The co-op program gave me work-related experience in my
field, which is definitely beneficial. That’s hard to come by –
employers ask for your education and work experience, not just a
degree,” she says.“I’ve also learned important tips on résumé
writing, interviews, and how to conduct yourself in the workplace
that will be useful when I’m applying for jobs.”

Dufour appreciates the personal approach the centre gives to
students: “It’s welcoming and you feel more comfortable because
the centre is tailored to aboriginal students’ needs. To have an
aboriginal support system is very important. Sabrina Sparvier,
the aboriginal co-op co-ordinator, understands what I’m going

through. It didn’t seem like she was just a counsellor, she was my
friend and really cared how I was doing and where I was going.”

The centre provides customized services to help students
successfully transition to and from University, develop job search
skills they will use throughout their working lives, and gain
career-related experience through co-operative work terms and
summer employment positions.

The Aboriginal Career centre was established by a $125,000
donation from the GE Foundation, the
philanthropic organization of the General
Electric Company.

“The GE Foundation’s mandate is to support
innovative and meaningful educational
programs,” said Elyse Allan, president and
CEO, GE Canada.“Programs of this kind are
essential in strengthening access to
quality education for all students in
Canada.”

Tally Dufor, a fourth-year
Business Administration student,
is working part-time at the
Aboriginal Career Centre.
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Fall is a time of change and this year, it’s particularly
meaningful for the University of Regina Alumni
Association (URAA).
Over the past year, the volunteers on the board of the

URAA have focused their energy on restructuring the
Association’s programming, based on the suggestions and
comments provided by 800 alumni across Canada who
participated in our survey earlier this year.

Your ideas were excellent and very helpful in guiding us
to improve existing programs and develop new ones. We
hope to do more than ever before to fulfill our goal to
promote the accomplishments and support the future
development of the University of Regina, its students and
alumni.

This fall, URAA proudly presents new plans and programs
in four key areas: alumni continued learning, student
support, communications, and alumni recognition.

We heard alumni say that they are looking to the University for support
with their careers – in the form of networking opportunities, learning, and
professional development.

We have created a learning initiative called Showcase UR, profiling
outstanding accomplishments of faculties and departments, relevant research
projects as well as initiatives that will or have significantly impacted our
communities, province, our country and even our world. Showcase UR is an
excellent opportunity for alumni to connect with their faculty and learn about
interesting, topical subjects relevant to their degree and careers. 

As well, alumni branch activities will now have a value-added cultural or
professional and personal development component, as we know how busy your
lives are.

We want to help ensure students succeed while at our University and that
pursuing their degrees is a positive experience. We have created opportunities
for alumni to mentor students, to act as career advisors, and other chances to
volunteer for student activities and programs.

The Association is also developing its 20th scholarship for U of R students.
The survey reinforced that the most important service the University

should provide alumni is to keep them on top of U of R news and events,
educational opportunities and about fellow alumni. We agree.

Over the past few months, we have developed an exciting new website
that allows our alumni to connect with other alumni across Canada and the
world, and provides relevant news stories and information on alumni
privileges.

We are also creating an e-newsletter that will provide a regular connection
to the U of R with such things as University news, faculty updates, upcoming
events, Cougars and Rams schedules, graduate profiles and continued learning
opportunities.

The University and the Association want to pay tribute to the increasing
number of graduates who have achieved exceptional success so we’ve
expanded our alumni recognition program.

Along with adding new awards, we’ve significantly revised our award
ceremony. This year we will unveil the new awards at the Alumni Crowning
Achievement Awards celebration, an exciting evening recognizing our
distinguished alumni and featuring artistic performances from some of the U
of R’s most talented students.

All alumni have a wide variety of options for volunteering for the Alumni
Association and supporting the University of Regina. The University didn’t get
to where it is today without you. And if you haven’t seen it lately, take a tour
or visit the website at www.uregina.ca. 

We’re sure you’ll like what you see and hope that you’ll get involved in one
of our volunteer activities, take advantage of our programs, subscribe to our
e-newsletter or just keep in touch by sending us an e-mail with your current
whereabouts.

Have a great winter,

Lisa King
PRESIDENT
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stature, reputation, and overall
strength of the University of Regina
and the Alumni Association. 
YOUNG ALUMNI AWARD
Pamela Ait-Allaoua BSW’01

Recognizes the University of
Regina’s most recent young graduates
(under age 35) for success in career
endeavours, interesting, unusual or
innovative accomplishments in their
public or personal life, or notable
contributions to society, to local
communities or to the U of R
community. 

For more information, please visit
the new website at
www.uregina.ca/alumni.

Want to help us help
others? 

It doesn’t matter where you live, what
you do or when you graduated – we
have plenty of volunteer opportunities
that can help you make a difference.
Volunteer work builds our
communities, expands your skills and is
a great way to help others – it’s also a
lot of fun.

Here are just some of the volunteer
opportunities: 
ALUMNI COMMITTEES
Share your experience and ideas by
getting involved with one of our
committees focused on alumni
recognition, lifelong learning, alumni
communications or student support.
ALUMNI NETWORKS
Live outside of Regina? Interested in
participating in alumni activities where
you live? Why not consider helping
organize and host local events? It’s a
great way to meet fellow alumni and
network with other graduates.
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT ORIENTATION AND
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
First-year students and their parents
can benefit greatly from the insights of
our graduates. Why not consider
welcoming new comers to the campus?
It’s a great way to enhance the student
experience. 

For more information or to
volunteer, please contact Alumni
Relations by calling (306) 585-4838
(toll free at: 1-877-779-4723) or via e-
mail at uralumni@uregina.ca. You can
also become a volunteer simply by
registering online at
www.uregina.ca/alumni.

Continued from page 14
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By the time it was over, it was hard to find anyone with a bigger
smile than seven-year-old Scott Fulton. After all, it was his

team that had just rallied to pull off a thrilling last minute, one-
point victory. Lost on the youngster was the fact he was one of only
a few wearing Argo blue in a throng of 300 fans occupying the
lower confines of Toronto’s cavernous Rogers Centre. The preferred
colour in the section was green – green and white. Some people
wore green jerseys, some sported green hair and the odd one (an
understatement if ever there was one) had a ripe, hollowed-out
green watermelon stuck on his head.  

This rambunctious collection of football patrons, half of whom
were U of R alumni like Scott’s father Dave, had come together
that July 9 evening to watch the Saskatchewan Roughriders play
the Toronto Argonauts. And though they were some 2,500
kilometres from the nearest Saskatchewan soil, they were also there
to celebrate the province’s one-hundredth birthday. 

“The crowd wasn’t too hard on him,” Dave Fulton BASc’88
said of the treatment his son received from the Riders fans. “The
only thing that made the game bearable was seeing how excited he
was as the Argos were coming back.”  

Fulton was one of 160 U of R alumni who attended the Toronto
version of “Saskatchewan Pride Outside,” a series of pre-Riders
game receptions for Saskatchewan expatriates living across the
country. In addition to the Toronto celebration at the Radisson
Admiral Harbourfront Hotel, receptions took place in Calgary,
Vancouver and Edmonton in July and October.

“The event was a good time,” said Fulton. “The crowd was large.
I met people I haven't seen for years. I even met people from high
school. Overall, the event and game were a blast, except for the
last couple of minutes of the football game,” he said.

Prior to kickoff, guests of the pre-game receptions got a taste of
home as saskatoon pies and Western Pizza were flown in. By the
time the Toronto event was over, the guests had devoured 500
saskatoon berry chocolates, 60 saskatoon berry pies and 80 extra
large pizzas that had been made in Saskatchewan, frozen, shipped
to Toronto then baked on site.

“The food was great,” Fulton said. “What’s better than Western
Pizza and saskatoon pie?”

The receptions were made possible by Saskatchewan Industry
and Resources and were coordinated by two U of R grads. The
event co-sponsors were the U of R Alumni Association, the
University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association, Saskatchewan

Centennial 2005, Tourism Saskatchewan and the Saskatchewan
Roughriders. Former  Riders Bob Poley and Roger Aldag served as
emcees at the events. 

The intention, said Saskatchewan Industry and Resources’
Gillian Hyndman BA‘97, BA’98, one of the program coordinators,
was to celebrate Saskatchewan’s centennial as well as promote the

U P C L O S E

Wasn’t that a party
U of R alumni come together to
celebrate Saskatchewan’s centennial
By Colleen Dundas
Photos by Audio/Visual Services and courtesy of Saskatchewan
Industry and Resources

Mel MacGregor BAdmin’01 (left) and Gillian Hyndman BA‘97, BA’98 helped
bring together more than 1,000 U of R alumni from across Canada to
celebrate Saskatchewan’s centennial.



long-running Saskatchewan Ambassadors program. 
According to Hyndman, the Saskatchewan Ambassadors

Program promotes a positive image of Saskatchewan around the
world, which can help lead to increased business opportunities for
Saskatchewan companies and products.

Ambassadors are business people, educators, activists, artists and
entertainers, community leaders, and students who have a love of
and for Saskatchewan. They volunteer to promote positive news
and attitudes about Saskatchewan to their business contacts,
friends and relatives.

“The Saskatchewan Ambassadors program helps its participants
promote Saskatchewan as a good place to live, work, play and
invest,” added Mel MacGregor BAdmin’01, the other
Saskatchewan Industry and Resources coordinator. “Our ultimate
goal is to have as many people as possible talk about living,
working, vacationing and investing in Saskatchewan,” she said.

Hyndman and MacGregor worked at alternate Roughrider road
games, hosting receptions for fellow alumni and Saskatchewan
expatriates to promote the province and the Saskatchewan
Ambassadors program. 

Levi Pilon BAdmin’05, a marketing officer for Saskatchewan
Centennial 2005, said the response to the events was enthusiastic.
“People were proud to celebrate being from Saskatchewan,” Pilon
said. “It was so great to see that the spirit of the centennial is
reaching beyond our provincial borders.”

More than 4,000 expatriates, 550 of them U of R alumni and
guests, came out for the Rider Ripper/Saskatchewan Pride Outside
event in Calgary, which featured live music by The Northern Pikes
and Jason Plumb and The Willing. The event was hosted by the
Saskatchewan Social Club of Calgary in the Foothills Stadium on
July 23. On October 1 more than 400 expatriates, including 218 U
of R alumni, attended the pre-game event held at the Beatty Street
Armoury in Vancouver. The last event was held in Edmonton on
October 15 and attracted about 130 alumni. 

The events were such a huge hit there’s no reason to think they
won’t happen again. Anyone for 2105? Maybe by then Scott Fulton
will have come around and will be in the stands wearing a green
and white jersey and a hollowed-out watermelon on his head. 

For more information on the Saskatchewan Ambassadors
program, or to sign up, visit www.saskambassadors.com
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Although most opt to celebrate birthdays with a little cake and a party
hat, others, like these fans in Calgary, marked Saskatchewan’s 100th with
unspecified beverages and hollowed-out watermelons.

Birth? Marriage? Promotion? Volunteer?

What’s new with you?

Share your news with your
classmates and stay connected
with Luther!

Email: alumni@luthercollege.edu
Visit: www.luthercollege.edu
Write to:
Alumni Relations Officer
Luther College, U of R
3737 Wascana Parkway
Regina, SK S4S 0A2
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An aff ini ty  for  service

Preferred group rates
and exceptional service

Endorsed by

As a member of the University of Regina Alumni Association, you are entitled
to our red carpet treatment, with exceptional service and preferred group
rates for your home insurance. Take advantage of your privileged status today!

The home insurance program is underwritten by Security National Insurance Company.
*No purchase necessary. The contest is open to residents of Canada who have reached the age of majority where they

reside. The approximate value of the prize is $64,500. The contest runs from January 1 to December 31, 2005. In order
to win, the entrant, selected at random, must correctly answer a mathematical skill-testing question. For more details on
the contest, see the complete rules at melochemonnex.com/uregina.

Request a quote
and you could WIN
a Mercedes-Benz SLK350
Roadster*!

Our home insurance clients are
automatically entered.

Home insurance
for members of the University

of Regina Alumni Association

Contact us today and benefit from preferred group rates:
1 888 589 5656 melochemonnex.com/uregina  



first-year students. The Association is also developing its “Backpack
to Briefcase” series (formerly the “Lunchbox Series”), which
provides opportunities for alumni to counsel current students on
everything from how to run an independent business to effective
résumé writing.

“We’ve always dabbled in student engagement,” King says, “but
we want to focus on that a lot more and engage students now,
while they’re still at the University, instead of trying to search them
out after they’ve left.”

King is especially pleased with her Association’s enhanced
relationship with Victor Thomas and the Students’ Union, noting
that Thomas now sits on the Alumni Association’s board as an ex-
officio member. 

“We’re looking at different ways that we can partner with the
Students’ Union on events on campus, as well as create mentorship
opportunities and bring alumni back on to campus to engage
students,” she says. “Our involvement with the concert was only
the first step.”

Adds Thomas, “We are excited by the possibilities the new board
position brings and the new opportunities that result from the
direct relationship. Student engagement is a new pillar of the
Association and the Students’ Union is happy to help bridge the
gap between students and alumni,” he says. 

For new students like Desarae Bolingbroke, such partnerships
will help foster a lifelong association with the U of R.  For her part,
Bolingbroke already seems settled in to her classes and on-campus
residence, and well on her way.  “If you don’t feel at home here,
you’re probably not going to go to class with a good attitude, and
you’re probably not going to try as hard,” she says. “But I love it
here, I feel at home.  As soon as I moved in, I loved the place.”

Continued from page 13
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special interest is finding ways to extract more information from
magnetic resonance images (MRIs) to help with diagnosis,
treatment and monitoring of brain disease, specifically stroke,
multiple sclerosis and brain cancer.

He first became aware of the possibilities of applying computer

science and mathematics to medicine as a U of R co-op student at
the Allan Blair Cancer Clinic in Regina. Mitchell went on to do a
PhD in medical biophysics at the University of Western Ontario.

With the head of the Department of Clinical Neurosciences at
U of C, Mitchell has developed a way to use MRI to differentiate
treatable and untreatable tumours in a brain cancer called glioma.
Their work may lead to a noninvasive tool for the diagnosis and
monitoring of patients that today requires biopsy. 

In another project, he is working with a Calgary neurologist and
immunologist to test the use of the common antibiotic minocycline
in treatment of multiple sclerosis (MS). MRI results from a three-
year trial involving 10 patients show none of the participants got
worse and none developed new lesions during the trial period.
Further testing is essential to establish the benefits and limitations
of minocycline in treating MS but he says the potential is exciting,
particularly since minocycline is a generic drug that would cost a
fraction of MS treatments now used, is administered orally and has
few side effects.

Mitchell is also part of a research team working with MD
Robotics, a Brampton, Ont., company that builds robotics for
NASA, to develop a robot to assist surgeons in brain surgery. The
robot, controlled by a surgeon at a console, would be capable of
doing the fine work human hands can’t.

Chris Spence

Chris Spence BA(Hons)’91, MSc’93 is trying to solve a puzzle
– just  how do you predict water flow in areas of the country
where weather records are sparse or don’t exist at all?

As a researcher for the Meteorological Service of Canada, a

branch of Environment Canada, it is Spence’s job to figure out how
hydrological processes such as stream flow and precipitation behave
in different regions of the country.

If Spence can do this, and turn what he learns into a
mathematical equation, then this can be incorporated into
prediction models. And prediction is important not just to folks
wanting to know what the weather will be like tomorrow, but also
to water managers concerned, for example, about lake levels or
stream flow.

At the moment, such predictions have to be based on historical
data but there’s little or no data for large areas of Canada.

Much of Spence’s work deals with the hydrology of the Baker
Creek watershed, just outside Yellowknife in the Canadian sub-
arctic, an area he loves. He and his family lived for several years in
Yellowknife but have recently been relocated to Saskatoon.

“It seems strange that we don’t have a good handle on
understanding how runoff or stream flow is generated in those lake-
dominated environments,” he says. But in areas of low rainfall like
Yellowknife, he says, the lakes scattered across the landscape can
actually impede stream flow.

Some of the tools Spence uses regularly are things he learned as
a student at U of R, particularly GIS (geographic information

systems) and hydrological modeling. He remembers the U of R
department of geography as “small and vibrant” with the “three
Daves” – geographers Dave Sauchyn, Dave Gauthier and Dave
Weaver – providing great leadership. 

He later went on to do his PhD in geography at McMaster
University in Hamilton, where he was part of a Canadian
contingent on a project sponsored by the United Nations that
attempts to quantify water and energy fluxes on a global scale.

Continued from page 10

Research

Chris Spence BA(Hons)’91, MSc’93

Ross Mitchell BSc’86, MSc’89
Photo: Stuart Gradon
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The University of Regina Act provides that 14 members of
Convocation may be elected to the University of Regina
Senate.  The Chancellor of the University and elected

members of Senate serve three-year terms and are eligible for re-
election to a second consecutive term.  An election has been
scheduled for April 10, 2006 to elect district Senate members for
terms from July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2009.  Nominations are called
for the following:

District 5 (Maple Creek-Rosetown-Lloydminster)
Currently Vacant

District 9 (North Battleford-Prince Albert)
Incumbent Larry F. Fladager BAdmin’78
Eligible for Re-election

District 10 (Moose Jaw)
Currently Vacant

District 12 (Saskatoon)
Incumbent: J. Michel Fortier BEd’63, BA (Hons)’66, BrelS’73,
MTS’76, BFA’80
Eligible for Re-election

All members of Convocation are eligible to nominate candidates
and to vote in the election.  Nominees must be members of
Convocation and must reside in the district for which they are
nominated.  Nominations for elected members must be signed by
three qualified voters and endorsed by the nominee.
Nominations, accompanied by a short biography of the candidate,
must be in the hands of the University Secretary by March 1,
2006.

Nomination forms may be obtained by contacting the University
of Regina at
Phone: (306) 585-4436   Fax: (306) 585-5255
Visit the website:
http://www.uregina.ca/presoff/senate/index.shtml

W H O  I S  A  M E M B E R  O F  C O N V O C AT I O N ?
(Excerpted from Section 10 of The University of Regina Act)

1. All convocations shall be composed of the Chancellor, the
Senate, all graduates of the University of Saskatchewan at
Regina, and all graduates of the University and such other
classes of persons as the senate may from time to time determine.

2. Any graduate of the University of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon,
as defined by the University Act, 1968, or any previous
University Act, may become a member of convocation at The
University of Regina, by notifying the Secretary in writing of the
desire to do so and such person shall also continue to be a
member of convocation of The University of Saskatchewan.

Note: With respect to Section 10(1) of the Act, Senate has
provided that, commencing with the first Convocation of the
University of Saskatchewan Regina Campus, Spring 1965, persons
who have received a certificate or diploma from the University of
Regina or the University of Saskatchewan Regina Campus, if that
certificate or diploma required a previous degree for admission or
included a minimum of 64 credit hours of degree credit work, are
eligible for membership in Convocation.

S E N AT E  D I S T R I C T S :

District 5 (Maple Creek-Rosetown-Lloydminster) One Member

Commencing at the intersection of the easterly limit of range 15,
west of the third meridian, and the United States boundary, thence
westerly along the United States boundary to the intersection of
the westerly boundary of the Province of Saskatchewan, thence
northerly along the westerly boundary of the Province of
Saskatchewan to its intersection with the North Saskatchewan
River, thence southeasterly along the North Saskatchewan River to

To: All Members of Convocation

Call for Nominations
University of Regina Senate

2006
Election
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its intersection with the easterly limit of range 13, west of the
third meridian, thence southerly along the easterly limit of range
13, to its intersection with the South Saskatchewan River to its
intersection with the easterly limit of range 15, west of the third
meridian, and thence southerly along the easterly limit of range
15 to the point of commencement. For the purposes of this legal
description, the town of Battleford is deemed to lie on the same
side of the North Saskatchewan River as does the city of North
Battleford and is therefore excluded from this district.

District 9 (North Battleford-Prince Albert) - One Member

All that portion of the Province of Saskatchewan commencing at
the intersection of the Saskatchewan River and the eastern
boundary of the Province of Saskatchewan, thence westerly along
the Saskatchewan and South Saskatchewan Rivers to its
intersection with the northerly limit of township 42, thence westerly
along the northerly limit of township 42 to its intersection with the
North Saskatchewan River, thence southerly and northwesterly
along the North Saskatchewan River to its intersection with the
westerly boundary of the province, thence easterly along the
northerly limit of the province to the northeast corner of the
province, thence southerly along the eastern boundary of the
province to the point of commencement. For purposes of this
electoral district description, the town of Battleford is deemed to lie
on the same side of the boundary as the city of North Battleford
and is, therefore, included herein.All that portion of the Province of
Saskatchewan commencing at the intersection of the Saskatchewan
River and the eastern boundary of the Province of Saskatchewan,
thence westerly along the Saskatchewan and South Saskatchewan
Rivers to its intersection with the northerly limit of township 42,
thence westerly along the northerly limit of township 42 to its
intersection with the North Saskatchewan River, thence southerly
and northwesterly along the North Saskatchewan River to its
intersection with the westerly boundary of the province, thence
easterly along the northerly limit of the province to the northeast
corner of the province, thence southerly along the eastern boundary
of the province to the point of commencement. For purposes of this
electoral district description, the town of Battleford is deemed to lie
on the same side of the boundary as the city of North Battleford
and is, therefore, included herein.

District 10 (Moose Jaw) - One Member

Area within the Moose Jaw City limits.

District 12 (Saskatoon) – One Member

Area within the Saskatoon City limits.



Ruth Robillard BEd’66,
PGDC&I’86, MEd’94 was hon-
oured at the 2005 YWCA
Women of Distinction Awards
on May 6 in the education cate-
gory. The award recognizes
women who have made a contri-
bution in a learning environ-
ment through teaching, training,
specialized instruction, research,
development or administration.
Robillard has spent the past 45
years developing a speed reading
program and teaching the skill.
She teaches at the Saskatchewan

Indian Institute of Technology
and lives in Regina with her hus-
band Albert. She travels fre-
quently to Toronto to spend time
with her son Eli.

Brian Larson BEd’79 has been
appointed president and chief
executive officer of Lakeland
College in Vermillion, Alta.
Larson, who holds degrees in
education at the doctoral, mas-
ter’s, and bachelor’s levels, has
been at the college since 2000.
His previous position was execu-

tive vice president (academic
and student services). Lakeland
College has campuses in
Lloydminster and Vermilion and
serves surrounding communities
in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
After completing his bachelor’s
degree as an adult, part-time
learner, Larsen relocated his fami-
ly to Calgary where he lived for 13
years before moving to Vermilion.
Larsen and his wife have six won-
derful grandchildren.

H. Kevin Harle BAdmin’82
lives in Muscatine, Iowa with his
wife Deb and their three chil-
dren, Mark, Shannon and
Wade. All three children are
attending Iowa State University.
Harle completed an MBA at the
University of Iowa in 2005 and
is a controller with IPSCO Steel
Inc. in Iowa. Sons Mark and
Wade play university hockey and
his daughter Shannon coaches
figure skating.

Mike Andrews BAdmin’84,
BA’91 and Paula Andrews (nee
Lewry) BA’99 are pleased to

announce the birth of Simon
Philip on May 20. The couple
moved from Regina to
Richmond, B.C. in 2001 where
Mike works as business systems
analyst for Raytheon Canada
Limited. He was previously
employed at SaskTel. Paula com-
pleted her BEd at UBC in 2004
and is a teacher on call in the
Richmond School District where
she recently completed an eight-
month contract with a kinder-
garten class. Paula will return to
teaching in the fall of 2006 and
plans to complete a master’s
degree in education at UBC.

Michele Sereda BFA’90 recently
showcased “Speak to Me” an
audio and visual salute to
Ukrainian immigrants of the late
1800s and early 1900s. The
presentation combines live a
capella singing in old Slavonic
with film documentary by
Richard Diener and Jason
Cawood. Because of her
Ukrainian heritage, the project
was the most personal of all
those she has worked on with
Curtain Razors, a theatre com-
pany that embraces innovation,
diversity and experimentation in
the performing arts. The per-
formance was recorded live on
September 21 at Darke Hall in
Regina for DVD production. 

After earning a master’s of arts
degree at York University in
Toronto Carl Peters MFA’90
went on to complete a doctoral
degree in English at Simon

Fraser University in Vancouver.
His doctorate focused on
Canadian multi-media art and
performance of the poet
bpNichol. He recently published
his first critical book on Nichol
called bpNichol Comics.

Ken Kuan BSc’95 works as a
technological crime investigator
and computer forensic examiner
for the RCMP in Surrey, B.C.
He joined the RCMP eight years
ago and worked in several cities.
His specialty is computer foren-
sics to support front line investi-
gators and digital data devices.
He received his A-plus and
Network-plus certification. Kuan
is still a Riders fan and coaches
soccer.

Vicki Campbell BSc’96 worked
in technical sales and consulting
before becoming senior project
engineer and manager of special
services at SaskWater. She then
took a position with General
Electric in account manage-
ment, troubleshooting and opti-
mising water treatment systems.
She is currently employed with
Earth Tech (Canada Inc.) as
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project manager for water and
wastewater projects. The
Association of Professional
Engineers and Geoscientists
honoured her in May with a
Promising Member Award
which recognizes exceptional
achievements by professional
members in the early stages of
their careers in Saskatchewan.
She lives in Regina with her hus-
band Troy and daughter Kayla.

Jennifer Veri BAJ’99, CPR’05
recently established Verite
Communications, a freelance
writing service. She enjoys the
variety of work offered by free-
lancing. Her clients range from
public relations firms and local
media to non-profit organiza-
tions. Veri and her husband
Gord are expecting their first
child in December. She is look-
ing forward to the challenge of
balancing motherhood and run-
ning a business.

Juli Nyiri BA’01 is a master
corporal and mechanic for 16
(Saskatchewan) Service
Battalion in Regina. She joined
the Army Reserve in 1998 and
was deployed to Bosnia in 2003.
Last August, as part of Canada’s
contribution to the United
Nations Disengagement
Observer Force (UNDOF), she
had a six-month tour to Golan
Heights, a narrow strip of land
between Syria and Israel. The
experience was very rewarding
and provided her the opportuni-
ty to visit Jerusalem, Nazareth
and the “Valley of Tears,” the
site of one of the bloodiest bat-
tles of the Yom Kippur War. She
found time to get involved with
the Golan Curling Club, a chari-
ty organization established by
Canadian peacekeepers to raise
money for local charities. During
her rotation the group made two
donations each to a cancer clin-

ic in Israel and an orphanage in
Syria. Nyiri lives in Regina.

Amanda Dodge BA(Hons)’03
completed her law degree at the
University of Saskatchewan in
2003. Dodge clerked at the
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal
in Regina, worked for Kanuka
Thuringer LLP in Regina and
the Legal Aid Commission in
the Battlefords. She was recently
accepted into an international
human rights internship pro-
gram sponsored and organized
by the Department of Foreign
Affairs and the Canadian Bar
Association. Dodge is working
as a legal intern for a human
rights organization in Namibia
where she’s helping to advance
women’s rights in the African
country.

Kaajal Patel BSc(Hons)’03 was
named top student in the foren-
sic genetics department at the
University of North Texas Health
Science Center. She received the

award at the Graduate Student
Association’s annual awards ban-
quet on April 29. Patel graduated
in August 2005 with a master’s of
science degree in forensic genet-
ics. She currently resides in Fort
Worth, Tex.

Vanessa Chesters BAdmin’05 is
currently on maternity leave
from her job with Saskatchewan
Learning where she works as a
research analyst. Chesters and
her husband Ryan, a fire fighter
for the Department of National
Defence, have been married for
six years. Their son was born on

Dec 2, 2004. She plans to pur-
sue her master’s of public
administration in the years to
come.

Steven Gosselin BASc’05 and
Amie (nee Campbell) BAJ’05
are currently in Suriname in
northern South America as vol-
unteers with Canadian
Crossroads International (CCI).
CCI is a non-profit humanitari-
an organization that promotes
HIV/AIDS awareness, human
rights, and community develop-
ment with its partner organiza-
tions in the developing world, 

primarily in the southern hemi-
sphere. The couple is excited
about taking the skills they have
learned in Saskatchewan to the
global community and the peo-
ple of Suriname. Their project
includes training trainers in
computer hardware technology,
developing a community radio
station and marketing, commu-
nications, and promoting AIDS
awareness in the local media.
After their four-month posting
they will return to Regina to
volunteer with local AIDS
organizations in Saskatchewan.

Editor’s note: The Third Degree
welcomes submissions and photo-
graphs for “Time Goes By” and
reserves the right to edit for length.
Address information is listed at the
front of this magazine.
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Chesters family

Kaajal Patel

Alumni Library Card
University of Regina alumni have borrowing privileges at the
Dr. John Archer Library. Graduates have on-site access to all
library materials, including hard copy and electronic resources,
and may borrow books, annuals and government publications
for a three-week loan period. Alumni may also sign out
audio/visual equipment, cassette tapes, sound recordings, and
films and videos. 
For more information on borrowing, please contact the
Borrowing Desk at (306) 585-4133, or visit the Dr. John
Archer Library web site at: www.uregina.ca/library/borrow.

Degree Frames
You can purchase a frame for your degree or certificate from
Alumni Relations. Visit our website at
http://www.uregina.ca/commun/alumni/orderframes.html to
view the styles and choose just the right frame. Each is
designed to accommodate your University of Regina degree
and feature the U of R crest on the matt. E-mail
uralumni@uregina.ca or call us at 1-877-779-4723 (585-4503
in Regina) to place your order.

Odds & Ends
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M PHERSON LESLIEAC

& TYERMAN LLP

L AWYERS
Regina Calgary Saskatoon

www.mlt.com

� �

Growing with MLT

Shaunt Parthev
Saskatoon Litigation

Rangi Jeerakathil
Saskatoon Litigation

Nathan Schissel
Regina Commercial

Mark Maxwell
Calgary Litigation

Meghan McCreary
Regina Labour

Penny Yeager
Saskatoon Commercial

Kristal Allen
lRegina Commercia

Greg Fingas
Regina Commercial

Chris Hambleton
Regina Litigation

Clayton Leonard
Calgary Litigation

Tom Gould
Calgary Litigation

In 2005 eleven talented lawyers have joined our team to participate in the

professional growth opportunities offered by our dynamic and growing legal

practice in Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Western Roots.
National Reputation.

1500 - 1874 Scarth St.

REGINA

SASKATOON

SK S4P 4E9

Ph: (306) 347-8000

1500 - 410 - 22nd St. E

SK S7K 5T6

Ph: (306) 975-7100

4505 - 300 - 4th St. SE

AB T2P 4H2

Ph: (403) 693-4300

CALGARY
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The job of an historian, a cynic might say, is to ransack the past
to feed the preoccupations of the present. Be that as it may, it
seems fitting on our province’s 100th  birthday to reflect on

what we have accomplished and where we seem to be headed.
Saskatchewan has been a success story. Today we enjoy a standard
of living and quality of life that place us among the world’s favored
few. We are in the fortunate position of being able to help others
rather than asking others to help us. Our success is attributable
to a number of factors, among them rich natural resources, hard
working citizens, and, last but not least, a commitment to
education.

Following the signing of treaties with First Nations for the
sharing of land and resources, Canada invited hundreds of
thousands of homesteaders to seek a new life in the
“last, best West.” Many heeded the
call, and Saskatchewan’s
population soared from 91,000 in
1901 to 492,000 in 1911. In
keeping with the optimism
of the

day, the provincial government constructed a
Legislative Building that is still the largest, and,
arguably the most impressive, of any province in
Canada. Six years after Saskatchewan came into
existence, the people of Regina signaled their
support for advanced education by establishing
Regina College. The building still stands on what is
now the College Avenue campus of the University
of Regina. Though operated by the Methodist

The 100-year journey
Celebrating Saskatchewan’s first century 

By James M. Pitsula
Photos by Audio/Visual Services and courtesy of Archives and Special
Collections
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Church, the college was open to students of all denominations. It
had residences for out-of-town students, a boon to the youth of
rural Saskatchewan where high schools were in short supply.
Secondary education was then a rare privilege accorded to only 17
per cent of those in Saskatchewan aged 14 to 18. Regina College
helped fill the gap, and by 1925 its offerings included not only high
school but also the first year of the BA degree.

When World War I broke out in 1914, the province responded
with an outpouring of patriotism. The Regina College Honour Roll
lists the names of 141 men who enlisted in the army, twelve of
whom died while serving their country. The plaque is still there on
the left wall just inside the main entrance to the College building.
The war also energized social reformers who tried to build a better
Canada. The prohibitionists succeeded temporarily in banning
alcohol, but in the long run their dream failed. A second crusade—
the drive to win votes for women—had more permanent results.
Leading the charge was Maude Stapleford, a formidable advocate
for the rights of women and children, and the wife of Ernest W.
Stapleford, who served as president of Regina College from 1915 to
1937.

Saskatchewan boomed in the 1920s, increasing its population to
more than 920,000, the third highest in Canada after Ontario and
Quebec. Regina College thrived, too, as student enrolment grew
and new buildings went up, including, in 1929, Darke Hall, the gift
of philanthropist F.N. Darke. The 1930s Depression hit
Saskatchewan hard, inflicting cruel hardship on dust-bowl farmers
and unemployed families. President Stapleford quoted Walt
Whitman: “Do the feasters gluttonous feast? Do the corpulent
sleepers sleep? … Still be ours the diet hard and the blanket on the
ground, Pioneers, O Pioneers.” Regina College fell into debt and
was taken over by the University of Saskatchewan. After 1934, it
offered only grade 12 (then called matriculation) and first-year
university arts and science.

World War II called for more sacrifice.  The college gave up its
buildings and campus to the air force training school and moved to
the Regina Trading Company Building on the northeast corner of

Scarth Street and 12th Avenue. At the end of the war, veterans
flooded the college, making it necessary to introduce courses in
first-year engineering and commerce. When the veterans left,
enrolment dried up. The college carried on as best it could,
supplementing academic programs with music, art, and vocational
training.

The 1950s were good times for Saskatchewan in part because
the economy diversified into uranium, oil, natural gas, and potash.
The province had an adventurous spirit, capped by the
introduction of medicare in 1962. The baby-boomers tested the
capacity of the education system—first elementary schools, then
high schools, and finally in the late 1950s post-secondary
institutions. In 1959 the decision was taken to establish a full BA
course in Regina, and the first 72 graduates received their degrees
in 1965. Then in 1974 the Regina campus achieved its long-
cherished goal of independence and became the University of
Regina. Meanwhile, the demographics of the province were
gradually changing. One of the first moves of the new university
was to enter into a federation agreement with the Saskatchewan
Indian Federated College, now the First Nations University of
Canada. It is recognized as a key institution for the development of
the province.

As we review the last 100 years, we can see that the history of
Saskatchewan is intertwined with the history of higher education.
Each helps the other to achieve its full potential. This has been the
pattern in the past and so it will continue in the future. The 27
young men and women who began classes at Regina College in
September 1911 could not have imagined what the province would
look like today. Equally, the nearly 13,000 students who entered the
University of Regina this fall can have no clear idea of what 2105
will bring. But they have this much in common. They are young,
they are eager, and they want to learn. 

James Pitsula’s book As One Who Serves: The Making of the
University of Regina is scheduled to be published by McGill-Queen’s
University Press in 2006.
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Certified Management Accountants

Accountants

To obtain the CMA designation, prospective members must have a university degree, pass

the CMA Entrance Examination, and complete CMA Canada’s two-year Strategic Leadership

Program while gaining practical full-time experience in a financial management environment.

CMA Canada’s National Entrance Examination tests relevant business topics and their inter-

relationships. It emphasizes that management accounting is an inter-disciplinary profession

that requires its practitioners to consider the diverse aspects of business challenges in

formulating strategies.

See just how much more a CMA designation can do for you.

ACT NOW! Contact:

CMA Canada (Saskatchewan)

202-1900 Albert Street,

Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 4K8

306.359.6461 or 1.800.667.3535

e-mail: sask@cma-canada.org

www.cma-canada.org






